III. £" ^0 and F(t) -F(£") -«r,L({ -f0)|t -as £^to+, F(f) ~ F(f0)
In 1953 Kac, Murdock and Szegö [4] obtained a result for this problem under rather restrictive conditions in the case of Toeplitz operators of the Fourier type. Parter [5] - [7] and Widom [ll] - [14] have studied this case and have weakened the conditions considerably. In [ 3], I. I. Hirschman reformulated the perturbation theory used by Widom in [ 14] and obtained results analogous to Widom's for Toeplitz forms associated with Jacobi polynomials. In this paper we follow the format of Hirschman and consider the Toeplitz operators of the Hankel type.
The idea behind the technique is to reformulate the problem so that we can consider a related sequence of operators on a fixed Hilbert space. We then show that this sequence converges suitably to an operator with known eigenvalues and use a perturbation theorem. The results of this paper constituted part of my doctoral dissertation at Washington University in St. Louis. I wish to express appreciation to Professor I. I. Hirschman for suggesting this problem and to express my thanks for his direction of my career as a graduate student.
Preliminaries. In this section we introduce the necessary information concerning the Hankel transform and Bessel function.
If x,y, and z are non-negative real numbers, set A(x,y,x) equal to the area of a triangle with sides x, y, and z if such exists and zero otherwise. Let 
The Hankel transform is defined on Lu by /"(*) = jQJ(xt)f(t)dß(t), 0^X<oo.
For / and g in Lh" we have (f*g)~ = fg:
The Hankel transform on L2,"([0, °°)) = L2," is defined by f~(x) = foJ(xt)f(t)d»(t),
where the partial integrals converge in the norm of L2,". This is a unitary mapping of L2i(1 onto L2" and in this case
These results are all well known and can be found in I. I. Hirschman [ 2] . We now list some formulas.
(2) \J(x)\^l,
^ (z-J,(z)) = -2-J.+i(z), [10, 47] ; (6), (7) and (8) in Erdelyi [l, p.85 ].
3. Perturbation theory. Let 0 ^ S be a self-adjoint operator on a separable Hilbert space and F a bounded operator on t&. We define
Here Sm is the unique positive square root of S and ^(S1 2) is the domain of S1/2. Let Jthe the closure of Sf in Then Jt is a closed subspace of i& and is itself a Hilbert space. . If if= ^(4) we say that A is the strong limit of the A"'s. If if is a core for A we say that A is the closure of the strong limit of the A"'s.
We will use "->" for strong convergence in a Hilbert space and "-" for weak convergence.
Theorem 3d. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied: (i) 0 ii S is a self-adjoint operator in i&; (ii) F is a bounded operator in (iii) 0 ^ S" is a self-adjoint operator in i&, n = 1, 2, 3, • • •, Fn is a bounded operator in t6, n = 1, 2, 3, ••• such that °4{Fn) C ^(S"), n = 1, 2, .y={/|F/G^(S1/2)}.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (iv) F is the strong limit of Fnas n -> oo; (v) S1/2 is the closure of the strong limit of S]/2 as n -> oo; (vi) S1/2F is the closure of the strong limit of Sln'2F" as n-> oo.
Set Sn,F = F*SnFn, where F* is the adjoint of Fn and let S",F = f<T \din(\) be the spectral resolution of S",f on t&. Here we assume ^"(X) = ^"(X+) for 0 ^ X < oo and n = 1,2, • • • and that ^"(0~) = 0.
Let be spectral resolution of SF on J( and again we assume that ^(X) = ^(X+) for 0 ^ X < oo and \p(0~) = 0. Then for every /£ til and X not in the point spectrum where "->" is in
Proof. See I. I. Hirschman [3] .
We note that if i&x is a subspace of i& and if E is a projection in t&x considered as a Hilbert space, then E can be considered as a projection in tä, namely, as the projection of Monfi^.
It is in this sense that the above convergence is in t&. This convention will be used throughout.
Theorem 3e. Suppose that 0 ^ Rn, n= 1,2,3, ••• are bounded self-adjoint operators defined on subspaces J^n of a Hilbert space Let 0 < R be a selfadjoint operator defined on a subspace JYof t&. Let be the spectral resolutions of Rn on ^n and of R on JV.
Suppose further that:
(a) En(\) ->i?(X) as n -> oo for all X > 0 and not in the point spectrum of R.
Here
" is in (b) there is a number m>0 such that if /"£-^, \\fn\\ = 1 ond (Rnfn\fn) mx < m for n £px then px contains a subsequence p2, where f"->f as n -» oo in p2 and /V 0. Here "->" is in and pk, k = 1,2, denote subsequences of the natural numbers. In order to apply Theorem 3e we will need the following result.
Theorem 3f. F Jt reduces SF.
Proof. Let f£ FSf. Clearly, if g E S/, then FgE^ Then writing g = Fg + (J-F)g we see that (I-F)gESf.
Thus (/ -F)S^C Vand as Sfi8 dense in Jt, (I -F)S/ is dense in (/ -F) Jt. Also FSf is dense in FJC. Let A£(/-f)y. Then by (2) we have (SF/|A) = (S1/2F/|S1/2F/i) = 0 and hence SFfE F JC. 4 . Definitions and preliminaries-Case I. We shall assume that F(£) satisfies the following conditions:
(i) F(£) is a bounded real function in L1>(,.
(ii) F(0) = M is the unique maximum of F and lim sup F(£) < M as £ -> °o.
We also assume that Q C [ 0, °°) has positive but finite measure du. We will set up an apparatus, part of which may seem superfluous for this case, but which sets a pattern for the later cases where it will be necessary.
We define four Hilbert spaces &, & Sf ', Sf, all equal to L2,". We will use the variable x for functions in £ for i& , t for Sf , and y for Sf. This will be the convention throughout this paper. For Case I and Case II a function denoted by / will always be in & or Sf and will always be the Hankel transform of a function in i& or Sf, respectively.
We Recall that Sf-is a self-adjoint operator defined on a subspace J( of£ and ^(S;-)cy", where fy ' = t/|F7G ^((S")1'2) I -@((S~)lr2F').
Recall also that by Theorem 3f, F Jt reduces SF-so that Sf|fV" is j. r. davis
[April an operator in F Jt . Since this is the operator that we will eventually be interested in it is important that we determine the nature of F Jt. It is clear that if fi is an interval then $f is dense in So and thus F Jt = F So . Suppose that fi is a nowhere dense set of positive measure and that u> 1. Let f'GF'S/ '. Then r'2f~EL2,> and / has its support on fi. We claim that / is continuous. Indeed, for 0 < y0 < <» and « > 0 such that 1 + t = w, I
l/(y)-/(y0)|2 g f j/~ (012dv(t) f I J,_1/2(y0y'2--J.-miyM2-12C~lt-<dt.
JO Jo
Since J,_1/2(*) = 0(r1/2) as t-» », see (7) But / vanishes on the complement of Q, an everywhere dense set, and hence vanishes indentically. Thus we see that F 3^ contains only the zero function.
At first it might seem possible that given an integer nanfl could be found such that the dimension of F Jt would be n. This is not the case. We will show that if F~ Jt' contains a function other than the zero function, its dimension is infinite.
Lemma 4a. Let W(x) be positive, nondecreasing and such that W(x + y) W(x)W(y). Let f(y) be such that f0" |/(y) |2 W(x) dß(x ) < <» and let g{y) be such that Jö"\g(y) \ W(x)i/2dp(x) < «. Then fo \f*g-(y)\2W(y)dp(y)< co. 
Now suppose there exists an / £F ^£ , f ^ 0. Let fi, C S2 be the support of / and let / be an interval such that the dp measure of / n ^i is positive. Let h(y) be an infinitely differentiable, positive function that vanishes off / and set W(t) = (1 +t)". Since F(fh) = fh we have f"*h"EF~&~ and applying Lemma 4a we get that / *h (E F J( . Let /", n -1,2, • • •, be a sequence of disjoint intervals such that the du measure of /" Pi fli is positive. The corresponding sequence of functions / *hn , n = 1,2, • • • will be independent and hence F Jt~ has infinite dimension.
In general F J( ^ . For example, let fi be the disjoint union of a nowhere dense set of positive measure and a finite interval.
If F Jt = j0(, SF-has no eigenvalues, but by convention we will say it has infinitely many all equal to plus infinity. Then if
L is the strong limit of the L".
Proof. Routine.
Theorem 5b. (S~)1'2 is the strong limit of (SÄ)li2.
Proof. We have s;f-(t) = sA(t)f(t), where sA(t) = a lA-(M -F(tA'1)).
By condition (iii) on F as £-^0+.
Using this for 0 :£ < ^ A and the fact that F is bounded for t > A, we obtain (2) sA(t) ^ Cr for all A and £. (1) and (2) are precisely the conditions for Lemma 5a and the theorem is proved. We now compute FA . From the definition FA = Xa4>Ea4>~1 XA-A straightforward computation shows that FA = F for all A. Since (S^)1/2 converges strongly to (S )"2, it is immediate that (S )1,2F~ is the strong limit of (SAy2F'. for 0 i£ X < oo, and X not in the point spectrum of SF -.
Let R be SF-restricted to F J and RA beSA F-restricted to F 9f .
It is easy to show that R > 0 and RA > 0. Then R has the spectral resolu- for all x, 0 ^ x < co, x not in the point spectrum of R .
Lemma 6a. ///," £F"if ', ||/n"|| = 1, n = 1,2,3, and /"" -/" as nt hen /" (0 -»/ (t) uniformly on any compact set Z.
Proof. fn E F & implies F fn = /"; that is,
Now /»"-'/* implies /"~7 and since J(yt)Ca(y) £ L2jl we have /"" (t) -»/" (r) for each fixed / as n-> <».
and by Schwarz's inequality, we get
This implies that j /" (t) } is an equicontinuous set of functions and hence fn (0 -*f (0 uniformly on any compact set.
We denote by p a subsequence of the natural numbers and let A(l) < A(2) < ■ ■ ■, where A (k) -> co as k -> <».
Lemma 6b. With the above definitions let f" £ F % , \\f"\\ = 1, (F^AI/*) m < co for n £ p. ///"->/ as n -> co m pb p, a subsequence of p, then f ?± 0.
Proof. We claim that given m, > 0 there exists numbers t0 and A0 such that sA(t) > m, for ( > <() and A > A0. Since M -F({) = for 0 ^ £ ^ 1, where 0 < «({)-► 1 as £->0+, we have for 0 ^ L4 1 ^ 1 that f«A_1) > m2 >0 and sA(t) = ri{tA~l) > m2r. For tA'1 > 1, cT'[M -F(<A_1)] > m3 >0 and sA(t) = a~l A"(M -F(tA~1)) > m3A", etc.
Now pick n0 and t0 so that sA(n)(t) > 2m for n > n0, / > *o-Then for n > n0 m^(RMn)fn\fn) ^ 2m j \fn(t)\2du (t) and hence
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Lemma 6b and (2) are the hypotheses for Theorem 3e and hence
But this is equivalent to (3). 
In the remainder of this paper all limits are taken as A -» oo unless stated otherwise.
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8. Convergence of (SÄ)1'2 to (S")1/2 and (SA)i,2FA to (S')1/2 F'-Case II. As in §5, F~A = F' for all A.
We now show that (S )1/2 is the closure of the strong limit of (SA )'2 and that (S~)lr2F~ is the closure of the strong limit of (SA)l/2F~.
We first state a well-known and easily verified result about slowly oscillating functions as a lemma.
Lemma 8a. // L(£) is slowly oscillating as £ ->0+, positive, continuous on 0 < £ < oo, L(£) = 0(1) as £-< oo and bounded away from 0 os {-> then
(1) UmZ.teHKfc)]-1-! as |i -> 0, $2-»0, u?Aere £1;£2 satisfy 0 < a < £i$2_1 < 6 < oo; and /or eacn e > 0 there exists a constant C(t) such that
/or a/Z 0 < ft, £2 < oo.
Next, an easy computation shows that SA f ■ (t) = sA(t)f(t), where
Lemma 8b. Under the assumptions of §7 on F(£) we have For any fixed i, 0 < £ < oo, (1) of Lemma 8a immediately gives (3). From (6) we see that there exists a constant C > 0 such that
for 0 < t < co, A > 0, and using (2) of Lemma 8a we get (4). Now, given e > 0, there exists a(t) > 0 such that for 0 < tA~l < a(e) and A"1 < a(t) we have
Hence for all sufficiently large A and 0 < tA ~1 < a(<), Choose 5 so that (7) and (8) are satisfied and set g = fs. Then \\(S')ll2g-(S;)ll2g\\2=jo \f(t)\2e-m\t"2-sA(t)ll2\2dß{f) and using (4) of Lemma 8b we see that 1112 -sA(t) 1/2|2 = 2f"[ 1 + M(e)(f + r*) ]. Now taking c < w, and using (3) of Lemma 8b in conjunction with Lebesgue's theorem we get that
Finally we must show that (S )l,2F is the closure of the strong limit of (s;>i/2f:
It is for this proof that we need Ü to be an interval. In Theorem 8c it is trivial that the approximating function / is in S> ((S')1'2). Here, given /G 2$ ((S )ll2F ) we must find an approximating function in
and it is not clear that for an arbitrary fi this is possible. Widom [ 14] gives conditions on fi so that the approximation is possible, but it seems that the It is easy to see that xa is an isometric map into if and that xa is a partially isometric map onto i& whose partial domain is the range of xaThus xa Xa = I and xa xa = / on the range of xa-
The operators EA, EA, FA , T, T , and TA are defined as in §4, using the maps 0,^, xa, and xa of this section. In what follows C is a generic constant. We will show in a moment that (7) limj" P(u,w,t,A)g(w) dw = J* g(w)cos(u(t -w)) dw uniformly for |i| < b. Using this and Lebesgue's limit theorem, see (6), we will have (8) lim/2=j^ J" g(w) cos(u(t -w)) dwdu.
From (8) §2 and a standard trigonometric identity, P(u, w, t, A) = cos(u(i -w)) + cos(u(2A£0 + t + w) -w) \ + 0(A ~l), where the 0(A~l) is uniform for 5 ^ u s; 2*-, |f| gb, \w\ ga. Thus lim J" P(u, w, t, A)g(w) dw= tt"1 | j' ^ g(w)cos{u(t -w)) dw + cos(u(2At0+t + w) -vw)g(w)dw+\imj 0(A~l)g(w)dw} .
The second limit on the right is zero by the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem; the third integral is obviously zero, and it is easy to check that convergence is uniform for <5 ^ u ^ 2ir, \t\ ^b. Therefore we have (7). Let g(w) cos (u(t -w)) dwdu.
Then clearly FAg ■ (f) -»J3 uniformly as A -> <» for \t\ ^b.
Set A = [ -2tt,2t]. Then using the fact that CA(u) is even we get (9) h= j C,(2iru)e'2"" j g(w)e-'2'wudwdu.
is just I3 = ipFip~xg ■ (t) = F g ■ (t) and we have proved our assertion.
We now show that if / £ W , then (10) F'Af->F~f. Since W is dense in if , again using the fact that \\F || = 1 and jFAl = 1 we see that FAf^F / for all fE if . But weak convergence of projections implies strong convergence and our theorem is proved.
12. Convergence of (SA')U2FA' to (S')1/2F~ -Case III. Consider the rectangle R shown in Figure 1. fo/2 + iV fo/2 + it Let -yi(iÖT) be the harmonic measure of the side a* at the point idr, k = 1,2, 3,4. That is, yk(z) is harmonic on R and yk(z) = 1 on the interior of ak and yk(z) = 0 on trj, j k.
Lemma 12a. With the above notations we have the inequalities (i) 7i(jt0) ^ 1 -0 -20t|o_1 cosh tt&T1, (ii) 72(iV0) < 0, (iii) y3(ird) < rdfo1 cosh tt^ö1, (iv) Y4OV0) < r0£o_1 cosher*,,"1.
Proof. The demonstration of this result follows routine lines. See [3] where it is given in detail.
A straightforward computation shows that
where Here -t-üA < -8XA < 0 <b2A < a> and 5U82 > 0. 8X and 82 will be chosen precisely later.
It is well known that if gE & ' then g(t) = 0(rr) as f-» co for all r. Using this and (2) §2 we easily obtain that \ax\ = 0(A~r) and |a3| = 0(A~r) as A-> co for all r. We consider I2 first. It is easily seen that gE 3l\ implies g(v + irA/2) = 0(ec"A) as A -> °°. Using the estimate (6) §2 for H,wJ1/a, we see that for u = 2ic the integrand of 72+is 0(A2/V(C~1)"4) as A -> co and as C < 1 we see that 7^ = 0(A "0 as A -> °° for all r. I2 is handled in exactly the same way using estimate (7) §2 for Hf\2.
We next examine It-Consider the rectangle R of The proof from this point is so similar to the previous case that we omit it. Finally we consider the proof of (5). By (4) §2 we have that Performing 2N integrations by parts and making repeated use of (8) and (9) we obtain N-l It is evident that for T sufficiently large and all A we have Kx g f /8. Now choose N so that w + 1 = 2N -a where a > 0. Then using (2) §11 and Lemma 12c we have lim sup C2™T aj tw(2 + t2)N\g(t) \2dt.
Thus for T sufficiently large lim sup K2 < e/8 and
In the same way, for T sufficiently large (14) limsup/22 ^ t/2.
Fix T so that (13) and (14) are satisfied. Since sA(t)->s(t) boundedly for -T 5 t g T and FAg-^F~g in Sf " we have Recalling the definition of sA(t), (1) §10, we see that 
for all r. We also note that for 0 (19) h(A,t)^t2.
From (18) we get that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 12d. Note that in this case F g = 0.
Theorem 12f. (S~)1/2F~ is the closure of the strong limit of (SA)l/2FA.
Proof. Given /£ 3> ({S~)m F~) we must show there exists AG y((S')mF~) such that (i) ||/-n|| <«, \\(S')1/2F'(f-h)t <£, (ü) (s;y2F;h^(s')ii2F'h.
It is sufficient to consider two cases. F f = f and F f = 0.
Suppose that F~f=f. For 0 < 6 < 1, set g,(t) = f(6t). Then ^ lgt ■ (y) = 0~1iT1/-(y<T1)-Now F'f = f implies f-'/.(y)" = 0 for |y| > 1 and hence (y) = 0 for |y| > 6. Clearly t~lgeE 2((S')U2F'). It is also evident that for 6 sufficiently near 1,
II/-&I <£/2, \\(S~)l,2F'(f-gs)\\ <t/2.
For each X > 0, let nx(y) be a non-negative, even, infinitely-differentiable function that vanishes for |y| ^ X and " hx(y) dy = 1.
Then \+hx ■ (t)\ gl, +hx • (0 -+lasA-+0 for all t, and 4>h ■ (t) = 0(t~r) as * -> co for all rand fixed X. Using this information and Lebesgue's theorem we get Hence, given f0, there is an n0 such that for n > n0 and \t\ < f0 (6) W)\£C.
Now (5) and (6) imply that /", n in pu are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on any interval \t\ ^ t0. Therefore since /"-7 as n-> co in Pi we have (if / is suitably redefined on a set of measure zero), and by (7) That is, / * 0. 
